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The field of supply chain management (SCM) is
showing interest to how big data is affecting SCM
practices and big data has garnered increased
awareness in recent years. The concept of big
data has been introduced to represent data
that comprise more volumes, variations and
velocities from which added value can be created
through better decision-making processes.
However, although big data has become a known
word, little consensus exists regarding the nature
of big data in SCM, where extant research is
underdeveloped, and little is known about the
concept of big data in SCM.
Despite that companies realize that more value
and better can performance can be achieved by
integrating big data to their business process
decision making, they are also experiencing profound challenges in transforming from a “data”
environment to a “big data” environment. Some
companies have successfully implemented big
data in certain SCM application areas but have
not delivered repeated benefits to the organization. Therefore, there is a need for developing
holistic SCM and big data capabilities that span
across the organization, processes and functions.
This PhD dissertation includes four academic articles focused on two general research questions:
Research question 1: How can big data be
understood and conceptualized in the domain
of SCM?
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Research question 2: How can the value of big
data be created in the domain of SCM?
Article 1 addresses the terminologies and applications of big data in SCM through a Delphi
study and a survey questionnaire. The article
concludes three findings. First, big data terminology seemed to be more about data collection
than about data management and data utilization. Second, the application of big data was
more applicable for logistics, service, and planning processes than for sourcing, manufacturing, and return. Third, supply chain executives
seemed to adopt big data slowly.
Article 2 is a content analysis-based literature
review and develops a conceptual big data SCM
framework that have been underpinned by value
theory and business-process theory. 72 peerreviewed articles were examined to identify
constructs and assimilated measures through the
meta-dimensions of value discovery, value creation, and value capture. The knowledge hereof
is consolidated into research propositions regarding how to understand and realize the value of
big data in SCM.
Article 3 examines how the value of big data can
be created in SCM. By integrating theories of
business process management and IT business value with a theory-building case study, 24
types of antecedents are identified in human,
IT, organizational, performance, process, and
strategic practices. The conclusions show that

the attributes of IT, organizational, and strategic practices changed at the intersection of
big data and that the maturity levels of all six
practices moderated the degree to which the
value of big data was created.
Article 4 further builds on the analysis of
article 3 by adding another coding procedure
to examine the value creation of big data from
an IT alignment perspective. The paper highlights fifteen alignment practices affecting the
value creation of big data and further defines
enabling variables to how each alignment
practice is realized. The integral alignment
between IT, process, and performance
practices were found most critical to the value
creation of big data, which further are moderated by various complementary alignment
practices.
The collective implications comprise a
theory-building contribution in clarifying the
concept of big data in SCM as well as defining
the important and critical firm-level value
creation mechanisms of big data in SCM. In
summary, the dissertation has focused on
areas of terminologies, applications, conceptualization, antecedents and alignment
practices important to the phenomena of big
data and its value creation in supply chain
management.
Future research might further inquiry these
explorative findings for further validation and
generalizability.
The managerial implications of the research
could guide practitioners on how to create
value from big data in SCM, where important
practices and success factors are identified.
The findings thus lead to recommendations
that SCM practitioners can adopt to their
strategies, which may help in prioritizing
resources in developing the required practices
and capabilities.
Morten Brinch
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focused research groups: Entrepreneurship and Organization, and B2B
Marketing and Supply Chain. DERM’s
research is characterized by collaboration and interdisciplinary research
groups. DERM carries particular
weight within the spearhead areas:
Entrepreneurship, Relationship Management, Design and Innovation.
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Economic prosperity and growth has been
central issues for economists and many others
for centuries. While being significant in many aspects and generally perceived as a valid indicator
of a country’s economic performance, a measure
such as the gross domestic product (GDP) does
not fully reflect the welfare (or wellbeing) of the
individuals living in the country. Early measures
of welfare relied solely on indicators of income
or wealth, but welfare has long been considered
a multidimensional phenomenon that is not
adequately summarized by a single monetary
variable.

Essays in Applied Microeconomics
Welfare, Wellbeing, and Applied
Health Economics

Chapters 1 and 2 of this dissertation focus on
making multidimensional population welfare
comparisons using first order (stochastic) dominance (FOD). FOD requires no weighting of the
different dimensions, and it differs from other
dominance concepts by the absence of assumptions about the substitution/complementarity
between dimensions. Chapter 1 studies the application of FOD to facilitate comparisons of welfare between populations. Both one-dimensional
and multidimensional conditions for FOD are
reviewed, and practical methods for identifying
and analyzing FOD are discussed, including linear programming, bootstrapping, the Copelandmethod, and faster checking algorithms.
Chapter 2 applies the FOD concept on EUSILC data to make multidimensional welfare
comparisons between European member states
and within European member states over time.
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FOD is identified using an alternative condition
than the one previously applied in the literature.
A bootstrapping procedure is applied as an empirical test of the probability of observing FOD
under re-sampling. In addition, the Copelandmethod is applied as a measure of the tendency
to outperform other populations, as an overall
relative indicator of population welfare.
It is found that the countries most often dominated are southern and eastern European member
states, and the dominant countries are mostly
northern and western European member states.
However, for most country comparisons, there is
no dominance relationship. Moreover, only a few
member states have experienced a dominance
improvement in welfare over time, while no
member states have experienced a domi-nance
deterioration during the financial crisis.
Chapter 3 contributes to the literature on how
to increase the number of living donations of
organs, tissues, and cells in an ethically acceptable way. The chapter applies microeconomic
theory and political justice on issues related to
disincentives for donors. A market model where
monetary incentives are used to attract donors
is rejected due to inter-national rules and guidelines prohibiting such incentives. We propose a
model where donors receive reimbursement for
incurred monetary costs and non-monetary compensation for different forms of non-monetary
losses related to the donation. It is argued that
such a model would increase the number of do-

nations by removing disincentives for donors,
and that it would be ethically acceptable and
politically feasible.
Chapter 4 analyzes the causal effect of parental resources on fertility and early life health
outcomes. Short-run home price variation is
used as a conditionally exogenous measure
of parental resources from housing wealth.
A simple fixed-effects model with a range of
key fixed effects is applied effects to analyze
whether this has influenced the probability of
giving birth. In addition, the effects on birth
outcomes, such as birth weight, and early life
health outcomes, for example the number of
days hospital-ized in the first year of life, are
examined.
The analysis shows a positive effect of home
value increases on fertility that is consistent
with the previous literature and the view of
children as normal goods. A 100,000 DKK
increase in home values in the prior year
increases the likelihood of giving birth by
0.27 percentage points, or 2.32% relative to
the mean. The effect is strongest for women
between 25 and 39 years of age, first-time
mothers, and women in the middle of the
income distribution. Economically significant
effects of home value changes on health at
birth for low birth weight and premature birth
are found. The analysis suggests that policies
in Denmark aimed at mitigating wealth effects on fertility are largely unsuccessful.
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projects.
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Omfanget af og truslen om piratangreb har
medført, at adskillige søfartsnationer, heriblandt
Danmark, tillader civile bevæbnede vagter om
bord på kommercielle skibe som beskyttelse
mod pirateri. I et juridisk perspektiv giver denne
retsudvikling anledning til at analysere og diskutere forskellige retsspørgsmål, der knytter sig til
tilladelsesordningen såvel som afværgehandlingen. Der lægges hermed op til en helhedsundersøgelse af den danske reguleringsform. Denne
tilgang til emnet og retsstoffet er valgt, fordi det
anses for nødvendigt for at kunne rumme den
kompleksitet, som retsområdet afføder.

Beskyttelse af danske skibe mod
pirateri og væbnede overfald

sdu.dk/sam

Ph.d.

Christian blev cand.jur. i januar
2014 og har siden været ansat
ved Juridisk Institut, Syddansk
Universitet. Først som videnskabelig assistent og dernæst som
ph.d.-stipendiat. Herudover er
han tilknyttet forskningsprojektet PolSEA (Policing at SEA)
som er støttet af Danmarks Frie
Forskningsfond. Forskningsprojektet beskæftiger sig med den
internationale havret som juridisk
ramme for politimæssige funktioner. I den henseende fokuserer
Christian på private aktørers rolle
i relation til pirateri og søsikkerhed i forbindelse med sejlads i
arktiske farvande.
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Civile bevæbnede vagter i et juridisk perspektiv

Civile bevæbnede vagter
i et juridisk perspektiv

Når det drejer sig om danske skibe, finder dansk
ret som udgangspunkt anvendelse. Et særligt
kendetegn for skibsfarten er, at reguleringen i
høj grad hidrører fra internationalt og regionalt
niveau. Hertil kommer vejledninger fra den
internationale søfartsorganisation IMO og branchedreven normdannelse i form af industriens
egne standarder og anden privat retsfastsættelse.
Samspillet mellem de forskellige retskildetyper
anskues generelt som en styrke i skibsfartsregulering, fordi det bl.a. understøtter retsenheden
på tværs af flagstater. Som et kritikpunkt kan
det imidlertid fremføres, at det bidrager til et
fragmenteret regelværk. Det gør sig navnlig
gældende i henhold til afhandlingens emne, fordi
der ikke findes en overordnet konvention om
udøvelse af privat bevæbnet beskyttelse af skibe
til søs.
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Et gennemgående karaktertræk ved den danske
reguleringsform er, at beføjelser og forpligtelser,
der traditionelt betragtes som myndighedsopgaver, er overladt til private aktører. Det kommer
bl.a. til udtryk ved, at det er rederiet eller den
kontraherende vagtvirksomhed, som godkender
vagternes egnethed. Tilsvarende i relation til
selve afværgehandlingen er det private aktører,
som udfører bevæbnet beskyttelse. En særlig
udfordring i den henseende er de begrænsede
tilsynsfunktioner, som er karakteristisk, når skibe
befinder sig fjernt fra danske farvande. I det lys
bryder den danske reguleringsform med grundlæggende principper om myndighedsudøvelse og
-tilsyn, som ellers kendes fra udøvelse af privat
vagtvirksomhed såvel som våbenregulering i
dansk ret.
Med henblik på at besvare afhandlingens problemformulering anvendes den retsdogmatiske
metode. De metodiske udfordringer der melder
sig i den henseende, knytter sig dels til de ikkeautoritative kilders retskildemæssige værdi i offentligretligt regi. Hertil kommer, at lovgivningen
i flere situationer ikke er afstemt i forhold til de
helt særlige situationer, der opstår på skibet. Det
er f.eks. tilfældet i relation til nødværgebestemmelsen og autoritetsforholdet mellem skibsføreren og vagtholdet.

Conceptualization and
Value Creation of Big Data in
Supply Chain Management
A Business Process Perspective

Article 1 addresses the terminologies and applications of big data in SCM through a Delphi
study and a survey questionnaire. The article
concludes three findings. First, big data terminology seemed to be more about data collection
than about data management and data utilization. Second, the application of big data was
more applicable for logistics, service, and planning processes than for sourcing, manufacturing, and return. Third, supply chain executives
seemed to adopt big data slowly.

However, although big data has become a known
word, little consensus exists regarding the nature
of big data in SCM, where extant research is
underdeveloped, and little is known about the
concept of big data in SCM.
Despite that companies realize that more value
and better can performance can be achieved by
integrating big data to their business process
decision making, they are also experiencing profound challenges in transforming from a “data”
environment to a “big data” environment. Some
companies have successfully implemented big
data in certain SCM application areas but have
not delivered repeated benefits to the organization. Therefore, there is a need for developing
holistic SCM and big data capabilities that span
across the organization, processes and functions.

Article 2 is a content analysis-based literature
review and develops a conceptual big data SCM
framework that have been underpinned by value
theory and business-process theory. 72 peerreviewed articles were examined to identify
constructs and assimilated measures through the
meta-dimensions of value discovery, value creation, and value capture. The knowledge hereof
is consolidated into research propositions regarding how to understand and realize the value of
big data in SCM.
Article 3 examines how the value of big data can
be created in SCM. By integrating theories of
business process management and IT business value with a theory-building case study, 24
types of antecedents are identified in human,
IT, organizational, performance, process, and
strategic practices. The conclusions show that

This PhD dissertation includes four academic articles focused on two general research questions:
Research question 1: How can big data be
understood and conceptualized in the domain
of SCM?
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Article 4 further builds on the analysis of
article 3 by adding another coding procedure
to examine the value creation of big data from
an IT alignment perspective. The paper highlights fifteen alignment practices affecting the
value creation of big data and further defines
enabling variables to how each alignment
practice is realized. The integral alignment
between IT, process, and performance
practices were found most critical to the value
creation of big data, which further are moderated by various complementary alignment
practices.
The collective implications comprise a
theory-building contribution in clarifying the
concept of big data in SCM as well as defining
the important and critical firm-level value
creation mechanisms of big data in SCM. In
summary, the dissertation has focused on
areas of terminologies, applications, conceptualization, antecedents and alignment
practices important to the phenomena of big
data and its value creation in supply chain
management.
Future research might further inquiry these
explorative findings for further validation and
generalizability.
The managerial implications of the research
could guide practitioners on how to create
value from big data in SCM, where important
practices and success factors are identified.
The findings thus lead to recommendations
that SCM practitioners can adopt to their
strategies, which may help in prioritizing
resources in developing the required practices
and capabilities.
Morten Brinch
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The Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
(DERM) is a business economics
department under the Faculty of Business and Social Sciences. The department resides on campus in Kolding,
Sønderborg and Slagelse and has
approx. 85 employees.
DERM is characterized by a clear link
and synergy between research, education programs, dissemination and
societal relevance, as well as a close
collaboration culture between subject
areas and interaction with external
partners from companies and public organizations, locally, regionally,
nationally and internationally.
DERM is organized into 2 strong and
focused research groups: Entrepreneurship and Organization, and B2B
Marketing and Supply Chain. DERM’s
research is characterized by collaboration and interdisciplinary research
groups. DERM carries particular
weight within the spearhead areas:
Entrepreneurship, Relationship Management, Design and Innovation.
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Domen Bajde joined the Department
of Marketing and Management in
Sep-tember 2012, moving from the
Univer-sity of Ljubljana where he
gained his PhD in business administration.
As a consumer and marketing
re-searcher, professor Bajde has
primar-ily engaged with the interdisciplinary field of Consumer Culture
Theory. His research revolves around
two overlap-ping research areas: 1)
socially-gener-ative behavior and
morality in mar-kets, and 2) cultural
transformation and market development (technology markets in particular). His involve-ment in these
two areas results from his interests in
normativity and change and an appreciation of the pressing social and
economic challenges facing society.
Bajde is the author of 17 peerreviewed journal papers and 11 book
chapters. He has co-edited two
books, As-sembling Consumption
(2015) and Research in Consumer
Behavior (2018), and a recent special
issue on trans-formations in retailing
(Consumption, Markets and Culture).
He has served as an associate editor
of the European Journal of Marketing, and co-chaired the 2018 CCT
conference.
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Morten Brinch

Research question 2: How can the value of big
data be created in the domain of SCM?

The field of supply chain management (SCM) is
showing interest to how big data is affecting SCM
practices and big data has garnered increased
awareness in recent years. The concept of big
data has been introduced to represent data
that comprise more volumes, variations and
velocities from which added value can be created
through better decision-making processes.

the attributes of IT, organizational, and strategic practices changed at the intersection of
big data and that the maturity levels of all six
practices moderated the degree to which the
value of big data was created.

Product brands, service brands, corporate
brands, political brands, non-profit brands,
nation brands, place brands, celebrity brands,
personal brands, university brands ... Do we
really need another brand of branding? Yes, if it
helps us understand and systematically question
previously overlooked activities and processes
that significantly affect society, business, and our
daily life.

Domen Bajde
The Cultural Process
of Branding an Industry
Fear, controversy, and visions
of a better future

Likewise, it is common to witness news reports,
documentaries, and all manner of media debate
the wonders and evils not merely of individual
companies and brands, but of entire industries.
The media and other cultural intermediaries play
an important role, intentionally or not, in feeding
the fears, controversies, and hopes surrounding
a certain industry. Various institutions, groups,
and individuals engage in purposeful industry
branding through paid advertising (Got Milk?),
or through other forms of communication and
persuasion (e.g., public relations, lobbying, or
even architecture).

Granted, it makes limited sense to think of
industry brands in the narrow sense of a brand as
a trademarked name or logo. However, there are
plenty of good reasons to consider the processes
and activities through which particular industry
representations come to be created, circulated,
and entrenched in specific cultural settings.
Consumers, investors, employees, policy makers,
and other market actors espouse certain ways of
thinking and feeling not only about individual
products and companies, but also about larger
clu-sters of productive enterprise or business
activity – about an industry and the products and
activities associated with it.

Yet despite the recently intensifying debates
regar-ding the social and economic benefits,
risks, and harms of varied industries, and the
progressively strategic activities aimed at shaping the industry’s image, the cultural processes
and strategic acti-vities that shape industry
brands remain poorly explored.
Domen Bajde

The Consumption, Culture, and Commerce unit is a global hub for stateof-the-art knowledge on how social
and cultural dynamics shape, and are
shaped by, consumption, markets,
and marketing. We develop a cultural
approach to studying consumption
and market(ing) practices and the
meanings these hold for varied stakeholders and constituents. The research
unit has a particularly strong tradition and interest in exploring cultural
dynam-ics and challenges related
to globali-zation, technology, and
branding. While broad in disciplinary
founda-tion and contribution, and
interna-tional in its composition, the
CCC group is primarily known for its
contribution to the growing domain of
Consumer Culture Theory.
The Consumption, Culture, and Commerce unit is one out of five research
units at the Department of Marketing
& Management.
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Juridisk Institut, Syddansk Universitet er placeret i Odense og har ca. 50
ansatte. Dets mission er følgende:
“I åbent samarbejde skaber Juridisk
Institut samfundsrelevant, retsvidenskabelig forskning, uddannelse og formidling af høj, international kvalitet.
Instituttet arbejder tværfagligt og
internationalt orienteret for at skabe
viden til brug for private og offentlige
retsanvendere, lovgivere, forskere og
det omgivende samfund.”

Afhandlingen består af fire dele indeholdende i alt ni kapitler. Med afsæt i introduktionen
i kapitel 1 og en udlægning af retskildeanvendelsen i kapitel 2, følger afhandlingens
primære forskningsmæssige bidrag i kapitel 3
til 7 om den retlige regulering af civile bevæbnede vagter. I forlængelse heraf gennemføres
en perspektivering til tysk og hollandsk ret,
som på mange punkter udgør kontraster til
den danske reguleringsform. Inddragelsen
af disse flagstaters regulering bekræfter, at
retsudviklingen er sket heterogent på flagstatsniveau. På baggrund af undersøgelsens
resultater gives en række anbefalinger til
optimering af retstilstanden.

Aflevering af materiale

Juridisk Institut udbyder den traditionelle jurauddannelse samt kombinationsuddannelsen HA(jur.)/cand.
merc.(jur.). Instituttet er derudover
ansvarlig for undervisningen i de juridiske fag, der i øvrigt udbydes på SDU.
Forskningen på Juridisk Institut dækker alle de juridiske hovedområder. Ud
over den bredt forankrede forskning
indenfor de juridiske hovedområder
arbejder instituttet med nogle fokusområder, der har en stærk forskningsmæssig profil.

Christian Frier

Det færdig korrekturlæste materiale sendes samlet til Sanne Timmermann: sti@sam.sdu.dk
Der tages ingen billeder og det er afsenders ansvar at materialet er korrekt f ørste gang.
Pixien sendes en gang til godkendelse efter opsætning.
Der ydes ikke yderligere korrektur eller rettelser end denne ene gang.
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Aleksandra Tolea is a researcher in
the field of international private
and international commercial law.
Aleksandra obtained her master’s
degree in law from the University
of Latvia in 2012. Before her PhD
she worked as a research assistant
at the Aarhus University within the
project that was aimed at establishing how uniform the application of the UN Sales Convention
is across different jurisdictions by
means of analysis of the court decisions from the Albert H. Kritzer
Database. Aleksandra was also a
case rapporteur and coordinator
for the CISG Nordic database that
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The study explores the effect that the reservation of Article 96 CISG has on the private parties
involved in international sales contract. Article
96 CISG has caused controversial interpretations both in the doctrine and in practice since
the provision excludes the application of the
freedom of form principle otherwise embedded
in the CISG but does not provide which law shall
apply instead.

The Reservation Against
the Freedom of Form Principle
An Exploration of the Effect of
Article 96 CISG on the Private
Parties

In the doctrine and case law there crystalized
two approaches to interpretation of this provision of the CISG. One of them - The Private
International Law approach which leaves it to
the otherwise prevailing private international
law to decide which law is applicable, and the
other - Direct Application approach which simply
applies the law of the reserving state. However,
both abovementioned approaches produce
controversial results in certain circumstances. In
this thesis it is argued that neither of the existing
approaches reflect the effect that the reservation
ought to have.
In the thesis the author undertakes the research
of the text, legislative history and object and purpose of the reservation in order to propose the
interpretation that would uncover the intended
effect of the reservation and reduce or abolish
the controversial results connected with its application. Due to the significant changes in legal
and political landscape that have happened since
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the reservation was negotiated and adopted, the
author takes abstract or objectified intention as
the central interpretive approach in the thesis
and conducts the analysis in the light of this
methodological tool.
The approach proposed in the thesis presumes
that the question of determination of law applicable to the issue of form is governed by the Convention itself and by the reservation provisions in
particular and shall be settled in accordance with
the principles that underlie the reservation and
the CISG as such.
The author argues that the reservation was
created as an instrument of accommodation of
the needs of the reserving States and therefore
the choice of applicable law cannot be based on
random criteria derived from the conflict of law
rules. Instead, courts shall conduct a substantive evaluation of the applicable law in situations
which involve a party from a reserving state,
rather than the more formalistic and automatic
application of either of the criticized approaches.
The author argues that the courts shall only
assess the applicability of a reserving State’s law
since the application of the law of a non-reserving State was neither intended, nor reasonable.
In cases when the application of the reserving
State’s domestic law did not prove to be justified,
Article 11 CISG shall be applied as a fallback rule.

In the thesis, the author has elaborated the
criteria that courts should base their decision
as to which law is applicable: 1) If the reservation is an important element of public policy
of the reserving state (which was the case e.g.
for the former USSR which was the main proponent of the reservation), 2) if it is mandatory (i.e. requires extraterritorial application)
and 3) if it is made predictable by the reserving state (or through common use), then – and
only when all three requirements are fulfilled
– the law of the reserving state will prevail in
relation to contract form requirements. Otherwise CISG is the default position.
Within the thesis that author has also undertaken the analysis of the legislation of three
reserving States – Russia, Belarus and Ukraine
with the purpose of identifying whether their
current legislation lives up to the criteria
identified in the thesis. The analysis has
shown that the formal requirements of the
respective reserving States do not pass the
threshold identified in the thesis. It was further addressed why does such paradox exist
and what are the consequences of that for the
reserving States.
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